


It you have any interest in 3D computer animation and image design, get ready to watch your 
socalled "oarne machmrte" outserform everv &bit machine on the mrket todavi SUPER 3D PLOT. 
TER II is a-complete 3D image design, dihay, and animation package fw &r Atarl computer. 
Thanks to some new and p a d u l  "&uial" algorithms . by &fin Magk detailed 
hi-res i m w s  can be ralated and maneuvered at an amazina e o n  rated 33o 6 screens Der 
second1 ~ k i s  is the kind of animation that was considered i m - a e  for an ~tari.  BBIkve it!! MIS 
~ ~ G R A M A U O W S M O R E R E A L ~ ~ M E ~ T H A N A N Y C U ~ A ( A I U B L E ~ ~ S Y S  
TEM FOR ANY4 BIT MACHINE. SUPER 3D P U R E R  II also contains two hrll-featured. rnemm - - -  - - - - ~ -~ ~ ~ 

resident editors: Enter your images via numeric date, w right on the semen with a p p i c k l  ~ e i e  
are just same of the truly amazing features of this package. 
0 UNSURWSED 3D WlOJECllON SPEED 2 EXTENSIVE EDITORS. PACKED WITH 
0 TRUE HIDDEN SURHICE ELIMINATION UTILITIES, FOR ULTIMATE DESIGN FWIBIUTY. 

AND SOL10 (COLORFILL) PROJECTION. 
0 SUPER HCRES PRINTOUT TURNS YOUR 0 t3.W DlSK FILE WING. LQADING AND 

MXMATRlX PRINTER INTO A PEN PLOTTER! MERGING OF IMAGES. 

@ mcE: ONLY $29.95 
0 SCREEN "WERLAY" AND "SAVE" FEATURES 

FOR INFINITE IMAGE EXTENSION. AND TOTAL 
NX RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX COMPAflBlLflY WITH MIST DRAWING PROGRAMS. 

Don't be fooled by the low price! This package is usable in professional 3D C.A.D. applications, 
an3 !his ad c e s  not permit space tor a fair description! Send S.A.SE. for more info, or send check 
or money crder tc: 

23 Brook Place, E. lslip.%~ 11730 
FOR ALL &BIT ATARI COMPUTERS 
WITH 48K AND DlSK DRIVE. 
PRINTER OKIONAL 

This is an enhanced version of the electronic circuit (SCHEMATIC) drawing program I present- 
ed in the Nov. 1984 issue of ANALOG Computing. This program allows easy design and editing 
of electmnlc circuits, and storage of up to 60 complete, labeled diagrams on a single side of a 
dtsk! Th~s new version includes several added circuit symbols, plus a special "TEXT TO HCRES" 
converter, which produces neat, wrtical printouts on any dot-matrix printer having a Ver- 
tical printhead, The editor is so friendly, you can almost draw your circuits on screen faster than 
you could scribble them out with pencil and paper. And, it's written in plain, listable mi BASIC, 
with full documentation on all machine language routines (USR calls), so you can use them in 
your own programs. CIRCUIT DATABASE I1 is a must for anyone concerned with the electronics 
field, from weekend hobbyist to professional. In fact, in today's world of fast-moving technology, 
it is almost unthinkable that you (or your children) will never be exposed to electronic circuits in 
some form. Now, you can be ready-and at a price you can't resist. 

ONLY $12.95! OR SEND S.AS.E. FOR MORE INFO AND SAMPLE PRIHIDVTS! 
d 
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The Long Island Atari User Group and its newsletter, The 

LIAUG Lighthouse, are not affiliated with Atari Corporation 
or its affiliated companies other than being a recognized 
official group. All references to Atari and Atari related 
products are the trademark of the associated companies. 

The opinidns expressed in this publication are not 
necessarily those of LIAUG but rather of the individual 
authors. LIAUG cannot be held responsible for errors of any 
kind appearing in this publication. 

Any material published in this newsletter may be freely 
copied and reprinted, provided that the individual authors 
and LIAUG are given due credit. unless otherwise marked or 
copyrighted. 

LIAUG is a non-profit organization. We will not tolerate 
any references to piracy either implied or direct or the use of 
home computers lot illegal activities. - 
Business Card ................................ 15.00 

114 Page. ................................... 10.00 

112 Page ................................. 20.00 

Full Page ........................................ 30.00 

Rates arc pl luuc - nmera ready copy only Consecutive a& placed at the 
same timr rtcelvc a 10% discount pr issue mth a 30% manmum. Scnd ads 

to our regular nuillrig sddrcrr 

Di.eaioa, t.. /A- f q q  I W ~ . G . ~ T C * I I ; T ~ ~ ~  ertt 
58 North (Old Nichols Road1 continue north for rpprox~mately two mlicr 
a d  mekc a left (west) turn onlo Smlthtown Blvd Cantlnue west for I U2 
mdes to the Ncseonsct Plus on the right hand rlde of the mad Tie library 
s loeated in the west end of the p1.u 

FWD T&No~/hernJla/ePa/ra~Takr the Northern t o t h t  end where it 

continuer east as Veterans Mcmorid!Neswnset Hiihway [mules 3471454). 
Go east appmxlmately t w  miles and take the left fork (3471 Continue fax 

another thtce mles to Terry Road Male I a h t  turn onto Terry Road and 
take the kft folk (approximately 314 mile) onto Smithtown Blvd The l i h r y  

will be in the Nesconset Plaza m the left hand side approximately one mlle 

fmm the fork. Meetings a n  open to all those interested at no charge. 

The meetings begin at 1200 prn  in the library's mmmun~ty room and end 

s t  400 p.m. 

Current LIAUG Officen 
.............................. President John I. Aalto. Jr 

.............................. Secretary. .Joy Sanderson 

............................... Treasurer Randy Constan 

Librarian 8 bit ............................. George Leek 

......................... Librarian 16 bit Steven Stubbs 

BBS Sysop ........................... Patrick J. Mulvey 

................ Club Correspondent.. Terrence Madden 

Int'l Correspondent ..................... Horst DeWitz 

...................... Newsletter Editor Harvey Schoen 

8 Bit Program Manager .................... Pat Mulvey 

............ 16 Bit Program Manager Terrence Madden 

Club Meetings 
The Long Island Atari User Group Meets once a month at 

the Nesconset branch of the Smithtown Ltbrary. Membership 
dues are $20 per year and entitles you to receive the 
newsletter. 

The newsletter is currently being produced on a Mega2 
with lmbytes memory and a 2Ombyte hard drive. Software is 
Timeworks Desktop Publisherand printer is HP Deskpt Plus. 

If you have any questions or comments about The 
L~ghttouse or LIAUG, please write to our ma~ling address or 
post on our BBS. 

Our address is: 

LIAUG 
P.O. Box 92 Ishp NY 1175 1 

Our BBS number is: (5  16) 22 1-8462 

If no answer call: (5 16) 221-2964 and leave a message. 
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Canlinued from lanualy in* 

By Morris G.  Miller 

Synthesizer - A  type of sound generator which combines 
a number of operators having specified parameters to produce 
a complex audible waveform. The word "synthesis" comes 
ftom the fact that there is one master oscillator and all other 
tone frequencies are generated as signals hatmon$cally related 
to that one master. See also, Operator. 

System codes -See Exclusive codes. 

Tape sync -The signals produced by some MIDI control 
"boxes" to record the MIDI clock on a tape recorder w ~ t h  the 
performance. Once recorded. the recorded clock becomes the 
"conductor" for other performances. thus allowmg multiple 
recordings whlch all play together propetly.Not allsequencers 
support SEMPTE or tape sync. 

Tempo -The speed of a performance. The number of 
quarter notes per second. as in a tempo of 110. See ako, Note 
(duration). 

Time signature - A  two-part notalion designating the 
number of (numerator) time units (denominator) pe r  musical 
measure (between bars.) A notation of 314 time says that 
there will be thtee quarter notes pet measure. 

Tonal position -On a staff marked with a clef, the name 
and tone frequency of a note. Also sometimes in reference to 
the relative posit~on of a note w ~ t h ~ n  the assoctated scale. 
See also Octave, Note (musical) 

Touch pressnte -see after touch pressure 

Toucb sensitivity -The parameters. related to  pressing a 
key on a keyboard, which are measured and sent by MIDI for 
recordmg and control. See also, Attack velocity, After touch. 
Release veloc~ty. See also. Lesson US.  

Track - A  buffer of the sequencer for recording, editing and 
performance of a song segment. See also. Recorder(MID1). 

Transpose - To move notes of a song (segment) up or 
down in ftequency by a specified interval of semitoner 

Tremolo - A  tremulous effect put upon a voice 
performance by modulation of the amplitude. frequency. or of 
one or more of the operators of the voice composition. Often 
used in reference to the amplitude modulation. but musically 
this is not specific. With MIDI, most often accomplished 
with the modulation wheel conttol. See also. Modulation 
(wheel). Vibrato. 

Vibrato - A tremulous effect put upon a voice performance 
by modulation of the amplitude, frequency. or of one or more 
of the operators of the voice composition. Most often used in 
reference to the frequency. ot tone modulation. With MIDI. 
most often accomplished with after touch control. See also. 
After Touch. Tremolo. 

Voice -The defined sound pfoduced ftom a synthesizer or 
sampler, commonly supposed to  resemble that of a 
conventional musical instrument or sound which follow rules 
found in nature. The voice is not necessarily musical Since 
the word instrument is used to refer to the devices in MIDI, 
the word voice is used to refer to the sound the devices 
produce. 

Yard sale -outlet for pawn shop rejects. 

The end 
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Word Processing in the 90's 
- - -. . .---- 

a review of First Word Plus Ver. 3.14 by 
GST Holdings price from $59 to $79 
reviewed by Bill Pike (PAC1 

When youobtain a computer one of the first things that 
you will probably want to purchase, aiter games, is a way to 
write and print. Well, in order to print you will need to 
purchase a printer. With a Atari computer you are in luck, 
you can use virtually any printer. The only restriction is that 
you need to have either a driver for that printer as part of the 
program you want to use, or be able to construct a driver. 

The next thing that you w~l l  want 1s a Word Processor. but 
here there 1s a problem. There are q u ~ t e  a few different word 
processors out there that cost from " F R E E  to "THE SKY'S 
THE LIMIT". if you are like me, cheap, you will be looking 
fol one that does what you want it to do lor the least 
amount of money. 

Each wordprocessor has things that are "Easy To Do"." 
More Difficult To Do", "Down Right Impossible To Do". 
and "FORGET IT!". I needed one that was very easy to use 
and was able to keep me from messing things up too badly. 
It should also be "what you see is what you get". The 
program should be fast in what I asked it to do. I found out 
you can't have everything, much to my disgust. 

One of the things that I looked for was the ability to have a 
dictionary and spell checking. Here there is a debate: do you 
want a dictionary with 50 billion words or a more modest 
one? My own experience, from using the 8-bil word 
processors. are that about 40,006 words will more than cover 
most everything I need, if I am to be able to use personal 
dictionaries easily. My reasoning far this is that with the 
larger dictionaries there are just too much of a chance to 
misspell a word or make a typo and have i t  match the 
spelling of another word. In other words, you want to write 

one word and you make a slip of the key and actually nmte 
another word. The spell checker won't catch it as it is a 
correctly spelled word I make too many spelling m~stakes to 
allow that. A thesaurus 1s a very handy thing to have also. 
letting you choose words that make what you wrlte 
interesting rather than repetitwe. It can also make you down 
r~ght obnoxious if used to excess. 

The next thing that I looked for is being able to change 
pitch (how many letters per inch) on the fly. Do you want to 
print in Pica 110 letterslin.1. Elite (12 Ietterslin.1. Condmsed 
(15 Ietterslin.1. or Expanded 6 letterslid. 1 like to change 
pitches and margins as I go so 1 wanted a program that can 
easily do this. Being able to print in boldface, italic, 
underlined, light, superscript, and subscript also comes in ver) 
handy. Another thing that is very useful is the ability to use 
the full character set that your printer has available. This 
means international characters and other symbols such as 
"less than or equal to". "greater than or equal to", and "not 
equal", among others. 

Mail Merging is another handy ability. This is the ability to 
customize a series of letters with basically the same text by 
mcluding personal names. dates, etc., at appropriate places in 
each letter. It makes it look like you typed each letter 
individually and worked harder than you actually did. I don't 
use this feature much. 

The next a b ~ l ~ t y  that is nice to have 1s to use "footnotes" 
and sometimes "End Notes". This 1s real a convenience when 
you are writing reports and such. Especially if the program 
automatically keeps things like numbers and paglng correct 
for you. I don't use t h ~ s  one much but when you need it 
there is no substitute fot it. 

Now that I have used up 600 plus words let's get down to 
the nltty gntty. I have tried ST Writer, Fmt Word. First 
Word Plus. Word Wr~ter ST. Microsoft Wrlte, and a couple 
of other programs. I have elected to use First Word Plus for 
my main word processor program. 

Fmt Word Plus supports a passel of different printers and if 

none of these drlvers do exactly what you want you can 
make your own or modify a existing one. A program is 
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included that makes this very easy. Just boot the install 
program and then follow the directions by putting in the 
requested codes from your printer manual. When you finish. 
the program will make the printef driver for you, Just rename 
the file and place it in with the main program and you are 
ready to go. 

First Word Plus has a 40k word basic spelling dictionary 
and the ability to u$ unlimited personal dictionaries. I can 
also merge my personal dictionary with the main dictionary 
so I don't have to load several separate dictionaries. Or I can 
use several personal dictionaries. one for each type of writing 
I have to do. 

I can spell check a entrre document or have a contmual 
check as I type. There is also a on-board hyphenatcon 
directory. The thesaurus from Partner ST by Tmeworks 
works very well w ~ t h  thls program. 

There is the ability to change pitches on the fly. also to  
reset margins and tab stops with each line. I can keep 
different combinations of pitch. tab stops, and margins on 
files and read each fileinto the daument resetting whatever 
is typed next as you like. There is also a feature called 
decimal tabs that will keep the decimal pants in a column of 
figures lined up and looking pretty. 1 also have the option of 
single. double, triple spacing. I also have the option of space 
and a half (1.5 spaces) between lines. 1 can print both draft 
and NLQ (near letter quality). if my printer supports it. 

I can print in any attribute or combination except mixing 
bold and light. come on now. Each of these features shows 
up on the screen as what it is. I can also change from one 
attribute to another if the first one doesn't seen right. Using 
this in combination with the rulers, resetting t a b s t o p  

margins, pitches. indent. outdent. etc. Things can really be 
made interesting. 

The full character set of the printer is available by lifting 
the text window and clicking on the character you want. It 
will be placed where the cursor is in the text window. I 
usually resize the window to above this selector than switch 
back and forth with the full screen option in the upper right 
corner of the GEM window. 

There is aseparate program for mail merging. It is somewhat 
like using a standard database but you will need to learn it 
before you try getting fancy. It also supports script files 
which let you make things really fancy by selecting what to 
put where and when to do it. you can really foul things up 
also. Footnotes are handled very well. The program numbers 
each footnote for you and places each on the page that refers 
to that note. As you add and delete text the footnotes are 
renumbered automatically and added and deleted, as needed, 
with the text referred to by that note or notes. You also 
have the option of a separate pitch. margin, etc. for the 
Footnotes. End Notes have to  be put in by hand. sorry. 

Some other goodies are being able to  use a "Spill File" 
which uses the space on the disk (Hard Disk) for text as you 
work. You can work witha file as big as your disk free 
space: that's a lot of file. You can also work between four 
text filesatthe same time (four active windows). All standard 
editing features are supported. You can Import both First 
Word and ASCII format text files and Export both First 
Word and ASCII format text files. 

Graphics can be imported directly in IMG format. Justify 
Left. Right, and Center ale supported. Hard Page Breaks and 
Condition-al Page Breaks are supported (Page Eject). 
Continuous feed paper and single sheet are supported. The 
ability to print the document you are working on or a 
doeument file off the disk is also there. You can also Set 
Markers (up to  four) in the text and jump back and forth 
between them if you want to return to specific places in the 
text, and you can select a specific page to go to. 

Like 1 said in the beginning I wanted an easy to use 
program that would do what I wanted it to do. I had to 
trade off some things for others but I am very satisfied with 
this program. 

Other programs will do exactly what I wanted but were 
very much more expensive and more difficult to use. Some 
other programs didn't do what I wanted but were cheaper. I 
settled on First Word Plus and I recommend if for your 
consideration. 
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a review 
by Doug Wokoun 

CLEVELAND FREE-NET June 17. 1990 Vol.1 No.1 

The SpartaDOS X cartrtdge is the latest incarnation of 
SpartaDOS for the 8-bil Atari and very possibly the most 
powerful Disk Operating System available fot any 8-bit 
computer. 

The SpartaDOS X cartridge consists of 64K of ROM. with 
48K (or 6 cartridge banks) formatted into a ROM-disk, and 
the remaining 16K used as the main DOS core. The 
ROMdisk contains files and drivers used by the system and 
SpartaDOS X versions of several utilities found in the 
SpartaDOS ToolKit. It also contains a very versatile ARC 
utility package. 

Some of the new features of SpartaDOS X (referred to as 
SDX): 

0 Built in. memory resident FORMAT utility. Old versions 
of SpartaDOS could only initialize Atari format disks using 
'AINIT'. To initialize a SpartaDOS disk required the loading 
of a program called 'XINIT'. Now, any time an X I 0  x254 
call is made, the SDX format menu is brought up. With this, 
you can select a variety of disk densities and types. It will 
also allow "I-second" formatting by simply rewriting the 
root directory on a formatted disk. 

9 High speed disk I10 with US. Doubler. Atari XF551, 
and lndus G T  disk drives. 

o New file loader supporting relocatable files (certain disk 
based commands can be held in memory and later removed) 
and symbol linking. 

w 

o Probably the lowest MEMLO of any DOS. The DOS can 
load drivers under OS-RAM, into extended memory on an 
XE or at MEMLO on an 800. 

o Environment variables: user definable PROMPTS, search 
PATHS, parameter passing on batch files, and a CARtridge or 
BASIC memory save capability will retain programs even if 
the machine is shut off. 

o The ability to go from a cartridge to internal BASIC 
without rebooting. The CAR command enters the external 
cartridge, "BASIC" enters internal BASIC. You can go from 
Turbo BASIC XL to Atari BASIC to BASIC XE without 
rebooting! (with same provisions) 

9 Support of up to I Meg internal memory as a RAMDisk 

o "Persistent" batch files. Continued batch file processing 
even after loading binary programs. 

o Fast, powerful, versatile ARC utilities. Supports ALF 
files. With these. you can Add files to an ARChive, Move 
(dele!e after Adding), Freshen (update files by date), Update 
(Freshen with Add capability). Delete files from an ARChive. 
View files in ARC. extract files, and Print ARC'd files to 
screen. The ARC utilities also support password encryption 
and can function with the screen off to increase speed. Also, 
all files are sorted in alphabetical order when added to the 
ARChive. 

0 A new MENU program very similar to the MS-DOS 
XTREE.EXE program. This program allows multi-file 
operations and displays the entire directory tree, so files 
anywhere on a disk can be accessed easily. 

Command compatible with MS-DOS. Directory 
commands have several aliases. CWD from disk based 
SpartaDOS can also be accessed as CHDIR, or CD from 
SDX. 

o Drives can be referred to by letter or number, 

o Drives can be remapped. Dl: can be SWAPped with D2; 
etc. and from that point on. any references to Dl:  will be 
sent to D2: and vice versa. 

w 
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COPY -now checks to see that there are two files 
specified. Files could be lost with disk based SpartaDOS by 
accidentally not specifying a second filename 

DIR - Ip directive pages output. Ic directive gives file count. 

DUMP -Hex dump of file 

FIND -search all drives for filename 

MEM -displays banks available, extended memory 

PATH -Set search path 

PROMPT -set system prompt with metastrings 

RS232 -now built in 

SET - dirplaylset environment variables 

UNERASE -restore filek) 

X -load f~leldisable cartridge (for long binary f~les) 

This 1s an incomplete listing of the features of SpartaDOS X. 
There are many others and new uses for the funct~ons appear 
constantly. Wh~ie  learning to use SDX will take some tme, ~t 
IS well worth it in the end. 

SDX is available direct from ICD. The ICD BBS contains a 
listing of ICD products available direct at prices much lower 
than through a store or even mail-xder. Check for the latest 
price. ICD BBS: 815-968-2229. 

Doug Wokoun 

by Tim Holt 

President ST Club of El Paw, 

As I write this article, I really do not know how well the 
Atari Revolution is doing. I hope it is doing well. I have even 
got my litt1e"Join the Revolution" stamp. (If you see some 
dollar bills with "Join the Revolution: Use Atari Computers" 
stamped on them, I did it.) Although the revolution is a 
downright noble cause, it has it's drawbacks: 

First of all. writing to the Trammels is sorta like trying to 
move the proverbial mountain. If you haven't guessed by 
now that the Gang of Three doesn't give a lot of thought to 
us L1.S. users, then you haven't been paying attention. Smell 
the coffee Bubba. they are in it to make a buck. What the 
US provides is pocket change. 

Secondly, the Revolution appars to many to be like trying 
to stop a hemorrhage with a band aid. It is a nice try, but it 
doesn't do much good. The damage has already been done, 
and calling 20120 won7 do much good simply because the 
folks in Sunnyvale (what a misnamed place if  ever there was 
one!) do not give a hoot what users think. (See reason PI) 

Thirdly (Is that a word?). the main focus of the Revolution 
is terribly misdirected Roseanne Bart doesn't give a flying 
flip if her family wins a computer. Have you seen that show? 
The computer would end up as a door stop, or worse yet, 
Roseanne might sit on it. (In the process. a palmtop ST 
would be born.) The Revolution needs to go to only one 
place: WHERE THE MONEY IS. That is why I wrote this 
short essay. 

The Atari Revolution will only succeed when we make 
some ECONOMIC impact. somewhere. All the letters in the 
world won't do as much good as the sight of nloncy lost. 

w 
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Think about it. If you were a businessman. what would 
make you think more: A few hundred letters from a bunch of 
computer fanatics (and that is what we are folks, don't try to 
deny it), or the loss of a few thousand dollars in sales7 Well, 
I think the latter. May I offer the following as a CO- 
Revolutionary proposal: 

Let us target some software company. (Just for no other 
reason than I have a current catalog. I will use Broderbund 
as an example. although ANY software company will do.) I 
know that they make a nifty program called "If it moves. 
Shoot it!". I also know that, from the catalog. it only is made 
for the IBM and Amiga line of computers. What if three 
thousand of us sent Broderbund checks made out, all for 
$29.95, for this product, BUT ONLY IF IT WERE FOR 
THE ATARI ST? This would have several effects: 

1. The company would see that there is a market that they 
have missed. 

2. If the company had any bratns, they would see that they 
were losrng a hell of a lot of money.1n thts case, close to ten 
thousand dollars in lost sales. (The more checks sent, the 
more money that they would be losing.) 

3. The company would consider the ST commun~ty the next 
ttme they came out with a new product. 

4. They would actually LOSE MONEY because they would 
have to spend man hours refundmg our checks, since they 
dtd not have the item we wished to order. 

And that, my friends. is where this revolution would take 
off. If we could benignly cause companies to  lose money. 
simply because they didn't carry ST software. hit them in the 
pocket bookthen we would make our mark. Let me give you 
another example: 

Suppose Company X sold a grammar checker for rt'a popular 
word processor for the IBM, but not for the ST. Suppose this 

grammar checker sold for $300. If this company received 
5000 checks, all made out for $300, but ONLY FOR THE 
ST VERSION of the pfogram, this company would see rather 
quickly that they just lost 1.5 million dollars in sales. PLUS, 
they had to refund the checks. using office personnel, so in 
effect. they lost EVEN MORE than the 1.5 million. I think 
they would get the picture rather quickly. 

What would thts cost the ST user? Just the cost of a stamp. 
and a little letter wrttmg. You would not lose the money on 
the check, because the company dtd not have the item you 
ordered. They would have to  refund your money. so you lose 
NOTHING. 

What do you get out of the deal7 Well, ever see a program 
on IBM or MAC or Amiga that really looked ntce, only to  
ftnd out it was never made for the ST? If enough checks are 
wrltten, I bet money you would see that program finally 
written for the ST. 

The time has come for us to  stop goofing around, and stop 
looking like a bunch of children who are unhappy because 
daddy never comes home. To hell with those that won7 pay 
attention to  us. To hell with Atari il they ignore us. They 
sold the computer. that is all they wanted lo  do anyhow. The 
time has come to hit the software companies where it hurts 
the most: in the pocket book. Show them that we are out 
here. we have money. and we are ready to spend it. 

Because in this big a beautiful country of ours, let's face it: 
When push comes to  shove, it is money that talks. Let's 
show them that we hove money, we want to spend it. but 
ONLY on ST items. 

Then we will be heard, and then we will have won the 
Atari Revolution! 

Thrs artrcle comes courtesy of the ST Club of El Paso, 
Texas. Perm~ssion to repmt is glven, as long as author and 
ST Club of El Paso are ment~oned. T o  pm the ST Club of El 
Paso. write to  us at: 10953 Yogt Berra EL Paso.Texas 79934 

We hope you enjoyed this article. Please check out our 
other articles on line on GEnie, or in the Atari Interface 
Magazine, the official newsletter of the St Club. 
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by Tim Feenstra (GRASS) 

Have you ever been watching a war movie and wondered 
how you would react if you were the commander? Perhaps 
the movie commander made some real bad choices that you 
could see by watching the movie. With the aid of your Atari 
computer and one of the multitude of military simufations 
available, you can try your hand commanding forces a t  any 
level. Commonly called wargames. these simulations are 
entertaining. challengmg, sometimes frustrating and histmy 
can be learned and understood from them. Many of them are 
based on some historical confrontation. History can even be 
changed if you have the drive. desire and sound tactics 
required to do better (or worse) than the historical outcome. 

Wargames come in a wide variety of styles and types. both 
two player and solitaire. covering most any level of 
command, in many types of conflict. One aspect common to 
them all is the need for a sound strategy and the ability to 
get the most out of the forces you command. In a two-player 
game. you must have another human to play against, while 
in one-player games you can play against the computer, 
which does not make many errors for you to take advantage 
of. Play against the computer and you get a feel for the 
historical aspect, as most programmers will include these as 
part of the computer's intelligence. Of course, if you vary too 
much from what the computer "expects." ~t can sometimes 
be tricked into doing something you want it to. which can 
bring you a victory. 

w 

There are too many different styles and types of war games 
to give an account here. but generally, they have an "otden" 
phase followed by an "action" phase where the orders are 
carried out to the best of your units' abilities. The exception 
to the phase type play above are "REALTIME games in 
which you issue orders while the action is going on. One 
realtime version allows you to break to an orders phase only 
when you wish. In the realtime games without an orden 
phase. you do not have much time to make those important 
decisions, for the computer does not stop the action. 
Hesitation in this case can be disastrous. 

All military services have a chain of command. This chain 
starts at the President or Dictator. down to the General's 
Staff or High Command. followed by the Theatre 
commanders -Generals in charge of specific ateas or fronts 
-followed by Corps Commanders. A Corps consists of 
several divisions, each with a commander, who directs the 
action of the Regiments in his division. The Regiments in a 
Division have a number of Battalions each with several 
Companies. Companies are made up of Platoons. which are 
made up of Squads. Lastly. Squads contain a gun and its 
crew or individual vehicles or perhaps a dozen or so infantry. 
Each and every unit in this chain has its own commanding 
officer. which gives you the chance to command at any level 
you might wish to. 

For an example. a Theatre Commander (call him Field- 
Marshall Putz) wants a certain mortar squad (2 or 3 mortars 
and their crews) to fire at a certain crossroad near them. In 
charge of the mortar squad is a Sergeant (call him Sergeant 
Hardwork). For the order to fire to get from Putz to 
Hardwork, it goes down the chain of command. It would 
read like this: Theatre command (Putz) to Corps command to 
Division command to Regiment command to Battalion 
command to Company command to Platoon command to 
Squad command (Hardwork). 
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LIAUG 1991 Meeting Dates P 
Jan 5 July 6 

Feb 2 A u g  3 

mau 2 Sept 7 

Apr 6 Oct 5 

May 4 Nov 2 

June 1 Dec 7 

llstlng of PD d~sks We are constantly addlng new Items to 
the hbraty. 

eck with o 
it librarian 

for P 

Check it out: 8 bit disks $2.00 

16 bit disks $3.00 
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Now that that is over, and you all have had enough of the 
service life already, think of it as a ladder. A wargame can 
place you on just about any step you wish. from Field- 
Marshall Putz to Sergeant Hardwork. The higher up the 
ladder you get. the more remote the use of individual squads 
becomes. In the above example, the squad that actually did 
the bombardment would probably be chosen by the Company 
or Platoon leader. A theatre commander couM not possibly 
keep track of every squad under his command, let alone issue 
orders to each and every one. 

The play mechanics of a wargame are such that you control 
units from the perspective of the scale level. In a strategic 
level game covering the Russian front in WWII, you 
command corps (several divisions) or individual divisions. The 
smaller units that make up the divisions are invisible to you 
and are handled totally by the computer. This gives the 
perspective of a General or Field-Marshall, who gave their 
orders to division commanders. 

This brings us to the different levels. from Strategic to 
Tactical, and several combinations in between. Strategic 
commands are generally considered to be those given at the 
larger scale, such as a General would give to a division or a 
Field-Marshall would give to his corps Tactical commands 
are those that a Captain or Major would give his company or 
platoon, where he dm& them right into contact wilh the 
enemy, deploying them as he deems necessary and using the 
tactics he feels will allow him to emerge victorious. 

Stlategic level simulations can include many factors that are 
not possible in the smaller scalk. Supply is usually the 
important one, as well as a line of supply back to your rear 
area. Artillery allocation, reserves, reinforcement commitment 
and, in some instances, even the type of production of your 
cities' factories are part of a large scale game. These games 
may cover a time frame of weeks. months or even years. and 
will usually require a large investment of your time t o  
complete. 
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Tactical level simulations will get you closer to the feel of 

battle, and will generally include a morale factor that can 
reaUy cause you fits if you don't rest units that have been 
taking a beating. Line of sight, hidden units and the proper 
deployment of the forces are also of importance here. 

We'll cover some specific games later, but first an example 
of strategic and tactical level commands. In December 1944. 
the Germans launched the Battle of the Bulge. A strategic 
level game would include several wrps of 3 to 5 divisions 
(usually 1000 to 1500 men each division) and cover the 
entire Ardennes Forest area. Your objective would be to get 
some strong, well Supplied divisions as far into the enemy 
rear as possible before the enemy had time to react, and keep 
a line of supply open to those divisions for as long as you 
could. 

The siege of the city of Bastogne, pu t  of the Battle of the 
Bulge, with company or platoon s i z  units would give you a 
tactical level simulation where you deploy the units around 
the city and try to capture it (the Germans did not succeed). 
Tactical games come with time frames of hours, days and 
occasionally weeks. Many of these can be completed in just 
a few hours while: others might last 20 to 30 hours. 

Wargames come rated as beginner. intermediate or 
advanced, which rates the complexity of the mechanics and 
decisions required to play as well as the depth of realism. 
Short games usually fall into the beginner rating, while the 
long campaign games are almost all advanced. Intermediate 
games are a mixture of elements from both and are probably 
the most enjoyable to the average player. Playing time for 
intermediate wargames varies greatly -as short as an hour 
or two or a s  long as 20 to 25 hours or more. 

One last thing before we get into some games, I can hear 
most of you saying "Well, aren't those darn thmgs really 
hard to play? No!! It is like Chess, learning how to move the 
pieces is easy. but getting good at the game takes practice, 
lots of practice. I have played about 60 or 70 different war 
simulations from beginner to advanced, and have not come 
across more than a half dozen or so that require more than 
one evening's manual reading and experimenting to pick up 
the mechanics. Don't say you can't until you try one. 

To be continued 
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Comic book characters -Batman, to be specific -have 
become extremely popular in the past few years. The latest 
jump from comic books is THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 
AND CAPTAIN AMERICA IN DR. DOOMS REVENGE. 
You alternately play Spider-Man and Captain America in 
what's billed as an interactive comic book adventure. 

The game packaging includes two disks (single-sided), a 
comic book, a coupon, an instruction manual and an Atari 
ST technical supplement. The comic h k  is a standard 16 
page variety. The coupon offers a 50% savings on a 12 issue 
subscription to your favorite Marvel title -this saves y w  $6. 
If the coupon influences your putchase, you better hurry - i t  
expires April 1, 1990! The manual is informative and laiddut 
nicely. It covers enough information for those who haven't 
even heard of SpiderMan: it even includes biographies of the 
various characters. The technical supplement covers 
additional pertinent information. The ST version contains an 
additional super-villain. The game is also Hard Disk 
installable (it's a life-saver, using floppies I thought t'd die of 
old age before I saw the next section). The game is manual 
copy-protected: you must answer questions whose answers 
are in the manual. such as "What color are Peter Parker's . 
eyes? 

As mentioned earlier. DR. DOOM'S REVENGE is a 
comic-book adventure. The player "reads" a comic strip 
on-screen to a point where helshe takes control of the 
action. Gameplay consists of the player alternately 
controlling Captain America and Spider-Man. If one of your 
character's health points are depleted the game ends. The 
challenge is to try to kill all opponents to reach Dr. Doom. 

first grader stuff. ~n fact. the scrolling is so jerky and 
annoying that it becomes distracting. Control of the joystick 
is sluggish: there's a small lag from when I moved the 
joystick to when the character responded. 

The game is tremendously easy on the first level - the  
robots were easily overcome by either continuously shooting 
webs or attacking with the shield. Then. h m .  second level 
became immediately too difficult. 

When 1 first saw this game, I couldn't wait to play it. Once1 
did. I discovered that the game's addictiveness is next to nil; 
its main purpose in life is as a dust-collector. The main fault 
is the gameplay. If the joystick controls. animation and 
scrolling were significantly improved then my interest would 
have been held at least as long as an average shoot 'em up. 
But as it is. Dr. Doom is limited to being a novelty item. 

I! you're a die-hard comic book advocate, then you might 
get some kicks in "being" Spider-Man or Captain America. 
Getting a lim~ted edition comic book and six bucks off a 
subscription is also tempting. At S44.95 it's absolutely 
overpriced: even at 526.95 (from MICROTYME) I wouldn't 
recommend it. Also. I saw a brochure for an X-MEN game 
coming soon. If it's released for the ST, I hope they do a 
better job. Dr. Doom is a bad application of a good idea. 

As a sidebar, I went to a local comic book store to see if the 
'Collector's Edition" comic is actually headed to being a 
classic. The store's owner told me that it MIGHT be a 
classic, and it MIGHT even be worth some money once the 
game is no longer on the market. However. if you're 
counting on becoming rich off of it. don't. Since, the average 
comic book is worth about a dollar he'd pay you 50 cents. If 
you want to look at acquiring the book purely as an 
investment, then count on it being a LONG-TERM 
investment. 

SCORECARD 

Graphm .. -..... 6.7 D+Sound 3.0 F- Addrct~veness .... 5 F- 
Documentat~on .... 8.5 B Value .,....... 3.5 F- (based on 
S26.95prlce) Overall ...- 4.5 F- Dtfftculty: Average 

Retail price: $44.95 MICROTYME's price: $26.95 
System Requirements: 520110401MEGA ST. Color 
Monitor,Joystick Game save : Yes 
Publithcd by: Medslist 180 Lakefmnl DI. Hunt Valley. MD 210M (800) 
876-1151 CPUlSTR" "Your Independent Nem Soum" MarchPo. 1990 
16132bil Meguine copyright ??? 1990 No.4.13 
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AZ.E of Sy~acese A C E  of S S T  Atui P a d  P ~ n ~ t m  S T A R R  
NEAR-US Contact 204 E Patncu Lane Nolth Sy~acusc NY 13212 % Glenn Wunet 950 Yale Ave Suite I23 Wallmgford CT 06492 

Allcnlon B e l k l c b t r  E.rtoe'r A.C.E. ABFr 
ACES NEAR-US Contact P.O.Box 2830 Lehigh Valley PA 18001 

Helpkey 11 215 868-4856 Paul Grover 215 799-3337 

A I d  &tks Users Cwmp A.4U.G. 
Allen: NEAR-US Contact Box 776C RD *I Reading PA 1 W 7  

Snake Pit 215 779-7859 Jerry Hcnc 215 678-4606 

Atui 1 1  Bylcr Unn Club c.V. ABBUC 
X Hwst Dewitz 1653 Wesley Ave. N. Menick NY 11566 

Wolfgang Butgcr 

Brwtlys Atmk b c k l y  for Ink L &ma. B A S K  
X Al Pctcrwn 97 7Olh St. Bn&lyn NY 11209-I113 

Ccntrrl Coaaeclicat &rpmlo Chb CC.CC 
ATTN: NEAR-US CONTAQ 127 Pinnacle Rd Listol CT 06010 

k n c y  Atui Compm(e# Gmmp J A C G  
%Dave Atlington E~glc Rmk VtU6gt Bld 8 *38 Budd Lake NJ 07828 

201 347-5227 David Noyes 3 Ann Rd.. Long Valley. NJ07853-9614 201 
852-3165 

Lchigh Valley Atui Usrn Groq  LV.A.U.C. 
Aucn: NEAR-US CONTACT P.0. Box 796 Whitehall PA l(M52-0796 

ACUTE 215 261-0620 

Y.A.C.A.Y. 
% Brian Stachrew 12452 Bteault Rmtcfandr. Ouebc CANADA H82 184 

Pi& Whistle 514 684-0282 

bnlhccnlrd Pa Alari Corpntcr Enlhnsiuts SP.A.C.E 
ATTN: NEAR-US CONTACT P.O. Box 11446 Hartisburg PA 17108-1446 

Richard D e n  RDEEN (GEnie) 717 238-3528 eve. 7836401 work 

Cutrent BBS numbers 

................................. LIAUG 5 16-221-8462 

................................... JACG 908-298-016 1 

................................. A-BUG 215-779-7859 

LVAUG.. .............................. 2 15-26 1-0620 
OL' HACKERS ........................ 516-22 1-8462 
NEAT .................................. 215-677-1370 
RACE.. ................................ 5 16-22 1-8462 
SPACE ............................................ TBA 

BIT BYTERS .......................... 516-22 1-8462 
ABE's ACES ........................... 215-868-4856 
SAGE .................................. 8 14-8334073 
STARR ................................. 203-42 1486 1 
SJACE .................................. 609-93 1-30 14 
ACES .............................................. TBA 

............................................. ACOR TBA 

AUGHA ........................................... TBA 

CCCC .............................................. TBA 
Noilk Emst Atari Team UKI Ctm~p NEA.T. MACAM ............................... 5 14-6844282 

Aacn: NEAR-US Contact P.O. Box l8l5O Piuladclphia PA 19116-0150 
MMNJ ............................................. TBA 

Star Stallon 215 335-4805 Allm Zaluda 215 677-6751 
NAPCO ........................................... TBA 

Or Haeto's Atui User Craap r O.H.A.U.G. 
.............................................. Alten: NEAR-US Contact 3376 Occan Harbor Dt, Occanridr NY 11572 PACE TBA 

Nest 516 221-8462 Alrr Pignato WMASTUG ...................................... TBA 

.......................................... R i r c r k n d  Airri Computer Emtknsia*ts RA.CE, WACO.. TBA 
% Flank Kuzlmki h t k  St Wading River NY 11792 BASIC .................................. 7 18-833-0828 
Nest 516 221-8462 
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ACE. of Sy~acosc A.C.E. of S. 
NEAR-US Contact M4 L Palrich Ldne North Syracuse NY 13212 

Fred cdhnrws~ 315 451-2403 

~tlento"~Ikthkhem &stom's A.C.E. ABFs 
ACES NEAR-US Contact P.O.Box 2839 Lehigh Valley PA 18001 

Heiptey It 215 868-4856 Paul Gmver 215 799-3337 

Atui hrks  Users Group A.-B.U.G. 
Atten: NEAR-US Contact Box 7 7 K  RD nl Reding PA 1%07 

Snake Pit 215 779-7859 Jeny H m c  215 678-4606 

Atui Bit Bytet Urrrr Clab c.V. ABBUC 
% H m t  Devitz 1653 Wesley Are. N. Mcniek NY 11566 

Wolfgang Burger 

Broott).s Atart Society for lafo & Gmm. B.AS.IC. 
Ya A1 Petetvn 97 70th St. Bmklyn NY IlM9-1113 

Dntehe 718 833-0828 A1 Prtctwn 

Ccntrnl ConoeclicsI Compmlcr Clob CC.CC. 
ATTN: NEAR-US CONTACT 127 Plnnacle Rd Btistol CT 06010 

J m c y  Alui Corpdcr Gmmp I.A.C.C. 
%Dave Arlington Eagle R a t  Viliage Bld 8 *3B Budd h k e  NJ 07828 

MI 347-5227 David N o w  3 Ann Rd.. Long Valley. NJ 07853-9614 201 
852-3165 

Lebkb Valley At& Usrn Group LV.A.U.G. 
Atten: NEAR-US CONTACT P.O. Box 796 Whitehall PA 180526796 

ACLTE 215 261-0620 

Y.A.C.A.U. 
%Brian Stachiew 12452 Bteault Fiettehndr OueQc CANADA H8Z 184 

Pvh Whistle 514 684-0282 

North k t  Atsri 7e.n Urcr Gmap N&A.T. 
Atten: NEAR-US Contact P.O. Box 18150 Philadelphia PA 191166150 

t a r  Station 215 335-4805 Allan Zaluda 215 677-6751 

Or Ilaeto's Alnti User Gmnp O.H.A.U.G. 
Atten: NEAR-US Contact 3376 Ocean Harbor Dt. Oceanside NY 11572 

Nest 516 221-8462 Akx Pigneio 

P i ~ ~ l n a  Auri Computer Enthndssls R.A.C.E. 
% Frank Kuzlorkt Patk St. Wading Rivet NY 11792 

Nest 516 221-8462 

ST Alui  Road Poancn S.A.R R. 

I. Glenn Wwnct 950 Yale Ave Sute 123 Wallmgford CT 06492 

203 421-4861 Robert A. Hueffmn 203 421-38b4 

Sontbrratrnl Pa. ALnri Compater &lhasiuls S P A C E  

ATTN: NEAR-US CONTACT P.0 Box 11446 Hamburg PA 17108-1446 

R~chotd Deen RDEEN (GEnie) 717 238-3528 eve. 783-6401 work 

Current BBS numbers 

................................. LIAUG 5 16-221-8462 

JACG ................................... 908-298-0161 

A-BUG ................................. 215-779-7859 

................................ LVAUG 215-26 14620 

Ot' HACKERS ........................ 516-221-8462 

NEAT .................................. 215-677-1370 

RACE .................................. 5 16-22 1-8462 

SPACE ............................................ TBA 

BIT BYTERS .......................... 516-22 1-8462 

........................... ABE's ACES 2 15-868-4856 

SAGE .................................. 8 14-833-4073 

STARR.. ............................... 203-42 1-486 1 

SJACE .................................. 609-93 1-30 14 

ACES .............................................. TBA 

ACOR ......................................... TBA 

AUGHA ........................................... TBA 

CCCC .............................................. TBA 

MACAM ............................... 514-684-0282 

MMNJ ............................................. TBA 

NAPCO ........................................... TBA 

PACE .............................................. TBA 

WMASTUG ...................................... TBA 

WAC0 ....................................... TBA 

BASIC .................................. 718-833-0828 
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To apply for l ldU6 membershfo flll out tne foilow~ng aopilcctfon and biing it to t h e  
next meenng, or mc!l If. (lncludlng check  cr n m e y  orcer) to: 

'IhelaogIslandmmueaOroup 
P.O. Bax 92 

Mtp. New Yak 11761 

The current dues, which our newsletter, ia $20 per 
peer. Kindly make mur Ieland Atari Ueer Gmup. 

Erst nare: Lcs name: 

Y w  system (please De speclflc> 

Modem: tnterfcce: 




